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 At the age of globalization ,as a community of the economic ,the 
science and the culture , the architecture is ineluctable influenced. The 
single world civilization is corroding the other local civilizations. The 
culture convergence is becoming evident, obliterating the regionality and 
multiformity ,and causing the disappearances of regional architecture 
character and the historic rupture . Facing the era background and the 
crossroad of architectural development, more and more architects begin to 
survey the importance of regionality in modern architecture designing. 
At the stage of fast developing, Chinese urbanization is advancing 
continually. But effected laggard theory, laggard concept, aboriginal 
method, eager for quick success ,the problem in massive and fast urban 
construction bring  unredeemable losses and pities. It is necessary for the 
architects to make more researches and practice in form and content, 
personality and commonness, reference and creativity, inheritor and 
development. In the person of personality, human kindness, regional 
architecture have an long range value and future. 
Focusing on the regionality, the article analyzes the regional elements 
and the influence on architectural form, space an theory, try to 
demonstrate the regionality is developing dynamically, influenced by 
politics, economy, and social psychology. In aspect of form, space, 
technic, the paper studies the method of regional architecture design by 
analyzing several theories and words based on MinNan regional culture, 
searching for a method of modern regional architecture design on the 
background of globlization. 
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我国城市化水平在 1990 年为 18.96％，到 2000 年已经达到 36.1
％，预计到 2010 年及 21 世纪中叶将分别达到 45％和 65％。专家预
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